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Infrastructure – Parking issues in Uttlesford have been forefront in case work and portfolio 

business recently. 

Several cases of dangerous and inconsiderate parking in Dunmow have been addressed 

through a combination of email exchanges, officer visits and applications to the NEPP for 

TRO’s. The general lack of knowledge of the process and procedures required to obtain a 

TRO have led to an invitation to attend the Dunmow TC meeting in March to explain how 

the system works. The process will be circulated to all PCs to help de-mystify the system.

At the NEPP management meeting in January our bids for residual funding of additional 

parking projects were successful to the tune of £300,000. This will support extensions to 

Crafton Green and Lower Street car parks in Stansted and for variable car park messaging 

around Saffron Walden, similar to the Cambridge signage, subject to site surveys.  

The implementation of cycle paths across Uttlesford remains problematic. Three cycling 

strategies have been issued since 1999 and only ONE cycle route implemented! A major 

blockage to progress is Essex Highway’s seemingly arbitrary specification for 3m wide cycle 

paths when neighbours Cambridge and Hertfordshire apply a more common sense 

approach in rural settings. An urgent meeting is being sought with ECC to resolve the 

impasse and deliver a sustainable solution in line with the current climate emergency.

Transport – The first meeting of the Uttlesford Transport Forum, under the new 

administration, was held in December. A working group focusing on bus routes throughout 

the district was considered, linking with initiatives currently under review by STAL. Topic 

lead Cllr Driscoll will chair.

Cllr Driscoll has attended an initial meeting with ECC to explore local bus routes and focus 

on school bus provision.

 A meeting of the ECC Passenger Transport group is scheduled for March and an attempt to 

correlate the individual initiatives will be made.



Stansted Airport – A recent meeting with the airport planning manager, Canfield PC and 

UDC regarding fly parking in the Priors Green estate proved very productive leading to a 

review of parking restrictions to ease congestion and an offer of funding, including signage 

from MAG. Local resident consultations are planned.

Topic lead Cllr Reeve attended a recent meeting of STACC (Stansted Airport Consultative 

Committee) representing UDC. A new consultation is due to start soon regarding review of 

flight paths (airspace) for the future. This will cover the South of England’s 10 airports under 

the overall leadership of the CAA.

A new Airport Stakeholder Reference Group has been established to inform the airspace 

consultation and the first meeting is in February. Cllr Eke has been invited to attend.

Cllr Reeve also attended a meeting of SASIG (Strategic Aviation Special Interest Group), also 

as UDC representative. A preview was given of the recent announcement by the Aviation 

Industry (this week) stating that they aim for carbon neutrality by 2050. This will be by using 

a combination of new technology and carbon offsetting.


